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Is it really better to have loved and lost than never to have loved at all? Tara Tremaine is a woman with a mission - to pick up the pieces of a
life she turned her back on and win back her estranged husband, Danny. Nothing will stand in Tara's way, least of all the dangerous secret
that drove them apart or Danny's growing feelings for another woman... Since arriving in Polwenna Bay hardworking vicar Jules Mathieson
has put duty above her own heart. Jules adores her new life by the sea and secretly loves troubled war veteran, Danny Tremaine. When Tara
returns Jules knows stepping away from him is the right thing to do, no matter how much it hurts. Danny Tremaine's world has been
shattered. With life-changing injuries, a broken marriage and his glittering military career abruptly over, he returns to the family home to a
rebuild his broken body and heart. Danny knows his friendship with Jules could blossom into more but allowing this to happen will come at a
very high price - one that could cost him everything. With Christmas fast approaching Jules, Danny and Tara are not the only people in the
village with secrets and long cherished dreams. Maybe with a little seasonal magic, some winter wishes really will come true?
A complex, adult epic fantasy from a new Australian author ... original, dramatic, unputdownable ... Sierra has always battled to control her
powers, but now her life and Isidro's depend on keeping her skills hidden from the Akharians as they draw closer to Demon's Spire. In the
relics left by Ricalan's last great mage, Isidro hopes to find the knowledge Sierra needs to master her powers, but instead uncovers his own
long-buried talent for magecraft. When Sierra's untrainable powers turn destructive, she has nowhere to turn for help except to the uncertain
mercy of an old enemy. But what will Rasten do when she returns to his hands at last?
What happens when Cooper, a newly adopted puppy, takes up residence in Henry's home? The little pooch sure is adorable, but who knew
he had so much to learn! Love Me Gently is a kid's guide to man's best friend. It captures the everyday challenges of raising a pup through a
child's eye. But who is teaching who? Henry may be coaching Cooper, but he is also discovering valuable lessons about responsibility,
unconditional love, patience, and kindness along the way!
Increase your child's dental awareness by showing him/her that teeth have "emotions" too! Coloring introduces feelings, concepts and
emotions quite well. It is an activity well-loved because of its many benefits, especially the formation of essential life skills like patience,
determination control and self-confidence too. Control your child's fear of the dentist; grab a copy of this coloring book today!
Winter Wishes
Gertrude and Toby's Friday Adventure
Emma Wants to Be a Grown- Up
The Mouse in the Sock
Bilingual Edition English-Igbo "Am I small?" - Tamia is not sure and keeps asking various animals that she meets on her journey. Eventually she
finds the surprising answer... Reviews "This is baby's favorite book!" -Amazon Customer Review from the United States "for children who enjoy
lingering over pages full of magical creatures and whimsical details [...] told in simple and engaging words and imaginative pictures."-Kirkus
Reviews "This has been my daughter's favourite book since she was 4 months old. The sentences are nice and short so she doesn't lose interest
in the pictures while I'm reading each page." -Amazon Customer Review from the UK "Muito legal esse livro. Singelo, divertido e relacionado ao
universo da criança. Bom pra desenvolver o vocabulário. As ilustrações são lindas. Meu filho adorou." -Amazon Customer Review from Brazil
"You are small or big depending on with what you relate to. A simple cute book which exactly portrays this message." -Amazon Customer Review
from India "Muy buen libro infantil. Dinámico, orgánico, perfecto para aprender en romaji. De fácil lectura y con una protagonista realmente
encantadora" -Amazon Customer Review from Mexico "Beautifully illustrated and cleverly written." -Amazon Customer Review from Australia
"We are in love with this book!"-Amazon Customer Review from the United States "Written in a very simple way but with a profound message for
both adults and kids."-Amazon Customer Review from the United States "Whenever I have time to read to her, she wants this book. And she
repeats words. That's insanely cute." -Amazon Customer Review from Canada "Mia figlia di due anni e mezzo è entusiasta dei disegni bellissimi
e dei colori. Apprezza anche le vicende di una bimba nè grande nè piccola ma giusta così." -Amazon Customer Review from Italy "My three year
olds love it and the story's concept will grow with them for several years to come making it a keeper." -Amazon Customer Review from the U.S. "A
nuestra hija le ha encantado. [...] Estamos muy satisfechos con la compra." -Amazon Customer Review from Spain "I got this book to read with
my granddaughters, one from the US and one from Portugal. It is so incredibly cute! They loved it, and I did too. I highly recommend this book!"
-Amazon Customer Review from the U.S. "Ce petit livre est tout ce que j'aime !!! Le graphisme, les couleurs, tout y est magnifiquement soigné,
poétique et charmant !!! [...] Une merveille de beauté et de magie à ne pas louper !!!" -Amazon Customer Review from France "My little boy loves
this as a bedtime story. It's colourful and quirky. [...] I thought it would be uninteresting to a child, to be read to in another language, but he asks
for 'Bin ich klein' and it melts my heart!" -Amazon Customer Review from the United Kingdom "readers will emerge from this book feeling slightly
more confident about themselves-whatever their size."-ForeWord Clarion Reviews "This is done with simplicity at its finest. The art is whimsical,
the message is clear and most of all my grandson loves it. I would recommend this book to any child provider as part of their reading library."
-Amazon Customer Review from the U.S. Languages Available for every country in at least one official language. Please note: This book is a
bilingual picture book with a 1:1 translation created by human translators (see translator's credits for details).
Daily Bible Study is a great companion to the quarterly Adult Bible Studies or as a stand-alone study. It is presented in quarterly segments. Biblebased, and Christ-focused, it coordinates with the lesson themes of Adult Bible Studies. Each daily reading includes a one-page Bible study for
each day of the quarter, along with introductory reflection questions and commentary on the daily Scripture passage, life application, and a
concluding prayer. Daily Bible Study Winter 2021-2022 Theme: Engage Perhaps at no other time during the year is the call of our faith more at
odds with culture than during Advent. The Christian season that calls us to wait is met with a culture that encourages us to decorate, entertain,
buy, spend, and entertain, with calendars booked from season’s beginning to its end. Such ceaseless activity can blind us to the awe and wonder
of God’s presence all around us, leaving us spiritually parched, empty, and unable to join in the life and work to which God calls us. These Bible
lessons call us to wait and to respond with wonder to the God who came to us in Jesus Christ, thus equipping ourselves to bear witness to our
faith. Unit 1: Wait for It Advent is a time of anticipation and waiting. This unit invites us to explore waiting as an important element in three
episodes in Luke’s telling of the Christmas story. It ends with a reminder that as much as we are called to wait for the Lord, Jesus Christ waits
patiently for us. Scriptures: Luke 1:5-25, 57-58; Luke 1:26-38, 57-58; Luke 2:25-38; Revelation 3:20-4:11 Spiritual Practice: Praying without
ceasing Unit 2: Wonder We are a busy people rushing from place to place and task to task as the hands of the clock chase each other around the
dial. We get caught up in the mundane reality of ordinary life and if we do not stop, we can so easily miss the extraordinary and sublime
experience of entering into God’s presence. The lessons in this unit explore various ways human beings have experienced God’s glory.
Scriptures: Psalm 19; Isaiah 6:1-13; Mark 9:2-8; Exodus 34:29-35; Revelation 19:1-10 Spiritual Practice: Singing/meditating on hymns of praise
Unit 3: Show and Tell The lessons in this unit explore the various ways we can participate with God through our actions. When we read through
both the Old and the New Testaments, we see that by engaging in life-giving activities, we join in the work to which God set our hands in the
Garden of Eden. God calls us both to show and to tell others of our faith. Scriptures: Deuteronomy 6:4-9, Matthew 22:34-40; Matthew 5:14-16;
James 1:19-27; Matthew 28:16-20 Spiritual Practice: Testimony in word and deed Visit AdultBibleStudies.com and sign up for the weekly
newsletter to automatically receive the FREE Current Events Supplement and other information about these resources and more!
High Ambo, in England, is the setting. It is winter, and Caroline West—a very human, placid and unexcitable person, has gone there to escape
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her late husband’s relatives. Like so many good-hearted people, she is immediately put upon. Caroline’s sister Iris comes first, full of impulse and
determination to be a reporter—an ambition abruptly deflected by a handsome young schoolmaster—an authority on birds. Then comes Robert,
with his sweet, ingenuous fiancee Polly, and thus making the three-ring circus of a genuine Cadell household. A great number of little boys with
big ears and caps are supporting players—English private school variety. Altogether, this book is in the happiest tradition of the English social
comedy, and those who want to find as much life and laughter as possible between the covers of a novel will enjoy reading it.
Dustin is a seventeen-year-old young man who finds out that his girlfriend, Sandy
Children's Picture Book English-Igbo (Bilingual Edition)
The Orchards Meet the Apricots
Winter Be My Shield
Daily Bible Study Winter 2021-2022
Declan and the Christmas Bell (Personalized Books for Children)

In East Africa, a young girl learns that one cannot always judge by appearances as she and her mother visit a
market in search of kanga cloth and meet merchants who all claim they have the secret to good chai (tea).
From Bernard Cornwell, the international bestselling author and master of historical fiction. In the Dark Ages, a
legendary warrior arises to unite a divided land . . . Uther, the High King of Britain, is dead. His only heir is the
infant Mordred. Yet each of the country's lesser kings seek to claim the crown for themselves. While they
squabble and spoil for war, a host of Saxon armies gather, preparing for invasion. But no one has counted on the
fearsome warlord Arthur. Handed power by Merlin and pursuing a doomed romance with the beautiful
Guinevere, Arthur knows he will struggle to unite the country - let alone hold back the Saxon enemy at the gates.
Yet destiny awaits him . . . The first of Bernard Cornwell's Warlord Chronicles, The Winter King is a brilliant
retelling of the Arthurian legend, combining myth, history and thrilling battlefield action. 'Of all the books I have
written these are my favourites' Bernard Cornwell 'Spellbinding realism' The Times
Magora is about to fall to the hordes of ravenous Unfinished camped right beneath its walls when Holly
O'Flanigan returns to the parallel world for the fourth time. To save the place they have come to love, Holly and
her friends Brian, Rufus, and Amanda risk everything on a perilous journey through the dark realm ruled by the
evil Duke of Cuspidor. There they find the hidden city of the Woodspeople and a mysterious link to Holly's
Grandpa Nikolas. When they return to the island of Magora, Holly has some big questions to answer. Will she
accept the power the High Councilor Krah offers her? Can she find a way to defeat the Unfinished and save
Magora? And most of all, where does she really belong-in the real world or a fantasy one? Holly is torn between
the two, and as the surprises mount higher, and an instructor is killed, Holly learns that nothing is what it seems,
either in Donkleywood or Magora.
On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being not happy at all and 10 being very, very happy, how happy would you say you
are right now, BEFORE reading this book? Now remember that number. Inside "Happy As a Rat In a Trash Can"
Don challenges the reader to raise that number just as a student would be challenged to raise up school grades.
Don says this book is about YOU! It is about you becoming a little more faithful a little more grateful a little more
understanding a little more forgiving a little more thoughtful a little more caring and a lot more loving Why?
Because these are the things that beget happiness. In early 2008 Don's Mom went to be with the Lord. She was a
person just like your Mom... very loving and invariably, always in your corner. Her Christian values were instilled
in him and are presented to the readers throughout this book. Don presents his points with a sense of humor (as
reflected in the title) but never does he joke about the seriousness of becoming a happier person. He'll explain
why faith is necessary and how the Law of sowing and reaping is creating the world YOU live in. He'll give you a
simple question to ask yourself whenever confronted with the tough choices that life brings to all of us. This
book's objective is to raise your level of happiness even if you are already a happy person. Don't be surprised if
those around you start to wonder what got into you! This book can be your little secret happiness project. You'll
learn how and why we all need to pay more attention to others and why that will result in a better future for
yourself. (see Chapter 5 - Lessons from "Groundhog Day") Being Happy is the Result of Sowing Good Seeds. If
you're NOT happy, you need to read this book. Here are some great ideas that you can begin to implement
immediately. Buy this book NOW! ~ You'll be Glad "HAPPY" You Did!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- What others are saying about this book: "It takes us a lifetime
to learn the lessons in this book. The author seems to have mastered them, and we would do well to learn from
him. Buy this book." Helen C. Page (San Francisco) ***** "Don't let the somewhat comic tone of the title and the
cover make you think that this book isn't written in all seriousness. ...it provides what can only be called wisdom
...one of this year's must-read books." Maya Sheppard "Global Grafx Press" (Philadelphia, PA) *****
The Amazing Book of No
A Snow Day Adventure
The Congregationalist and Christian World
The Motivation Hacker
Goodnight, Panda!
A dead witch. A bitter curse. A battle of magic. Some people knit socks by the fire at night. Gyssha Blackbone made monsters. But the old witch is dead now, and
somehow it's Elodie's job to clean up the mess. When she was hired at Black Oak Cottage, Elodie had no idea she'd find herself working for a witch; and her acidtongued new mistress, Aleida, was not expecting a housemaid to turn up on her doorstep. Gyssha's final curse left Aleida practically dead on her feet, and now,
with huge monsters roaming the woods, a demonic tree lurking in the orchard and an angry warlock demanding repayment of a debt, Aleida needs Elodie's help,
whether she likes it or not. And no matter what the old witch throws at her, to Elodie it's still better than going back home. Praise for Winter Be My Shield:
'Unlikely heroes, villains you will cheer for, and cold that eats your bones. "Winter Be My Shield" will take you to an unforgiving place, but you won't want to leave
it.' Robin Hobb
The Amazing Book of No was just announced as a Winner of the 2015 Readers Favorite Award for K-3rd grade readers. "The Amazing Book of No" is a
deceptively simple story that will teach your 3-7 year old how to accept the word "no" when you say it, and why they shouldn't argue. The story is about two moms
and their children. One mom says "no" all the time, while the other says "yes" to everything. It is cute and engaging all in one, and designed not to take up too
much of a parents valuable time, with the idea being to try and imprint wholesome ideals while kids are young. Reading this just a few times to your boy or girl at
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bedtime will ensure you don't have any misunderstandings with your children about the word "NO" as they grow older. This really is: The Amazing Book of No!
One morning, Emma decided she simply did not want to be a kid anymore. She didn't want an early bedtime or have to sit in the back seat of the car, or be
interrupted for dinner while playing hide-and-seek with her friends, or be told that unless she ate her vegetables, she would never grow up. But what happens when
Emma starts to be a grownup and do grownup things? " Great book, great story, great lesson. My kids ages 6 and 9 enjoyed the story. It made them realize that
being a kid is fun" -- Daniel. "A wonderful lesson in living in the NOW and not growing up before it is time. This was such a delight to read and the way Ms Alony
put it together was perfect!Great book with beautiful illustrations, and my little niece gave it five stars!"-- Author Joyce L. Mitchel. "Excellent vocabulary" -- Kindle
Costumer. Maria Alony creates high-quality, illustrated children's books that are not only fun and entertaining, but also contain an educational message and
important values. As a mom herself, Maria reads picture books every night so that bedtime stories become part of her child's routine. She believes that reading
children's books every day, for kids ages 4-8, is essential for developing language, fostering imagination, and promoting self-expression. When it comes to
children, Maria knows that books are vital. Join Emma in the new edition of the children's book series "Emma and Everything" on her journey of self- discovery.
As she learns to appreciate and love her life as it is, she discovers the beauty of being a kid. Scroll back up and and grab your copy now! This fully-illustrated
picture book is a great read aloud for preschool children and is highly recommended as a self-read book for beginner readers as well.
Celebrate holiday warmth with Little Mouse as Santa takes him on a magical journey to the North Pole. When Little Mouse hears a knock, he opens his door to
find Santa asking him for help. Santa's reindeer are hungry and can't get back to the North Pole. Little Mouse is quick to share and his kind act is generously
rewarded when Santa takes him for a ride to the North Pole. One kind act goes a very long way Little Mouse finds out. The Mouse in the Sock is sure to charm
children and adults alike with magical illustrations and short, simple rhyming text about the virtues of kindness and sharing. Enter a snow-covered, sparkling world
of festive Christmas cheer as you celebrate the most wonderful time of the year with Little Mouse and Santa.
A Baseball Odyssey
The Monster on Top of the Bed
Dreaming Dangerously
The Uprising
Books for Kids: a Magical Children's Fantasy Series

When evil robots make Bryce's legs hurt, his worried parents drive him to the hospital. There
Doctor Happy sticks him with needles and tells him he has to stay for 10 days! Bryce's father
explains to him that some of the needles are filled with fierce Ninjas, who will use their
swords and nunchuks to kill the bad robots. Bryce can feel the battle raging inside him. But
before very long the Ninjas are winning. Bryce feels good again. He can go to school, play
hard, tease his baby brother and roughhouse like any other four-year-old goofball. Bryce knows
there might be some robots still hiding in his blood, though. So for a while Doctor Happy will
have to send in more tough Ninjas to help Bryce fight until every last robot is dead.
"Blimp, blop, blimp, bloop. Suzy gripped her sheets tightly. Was that noise coming from under
her bed?" Helps Children Banish Bedtime FearsSo begins Suzy's adventure where she meets Karrit,
another child, and one that lives far under her bed. The two children banish their bedtime
fears and become best friends by treating each other the way that they want to be treated.A
Fear of Monsters is CommonA fear of monsters under the bed is common with children of all ages,
starting with a vague sense of the unknown with younger toddlers and graduating to perhaps a
more solid image in the minds of older children.The Monster on Top of the Bed flips the idea
around, like the famous Disney Movie Monsters Inc., and bases the story on the concept that
it's the monsters that are actually afraid of the children.The Children Model The Golden RuleIn
this beautifully illustrated book we meet two children--Suzy and Karrit, and we discover that
sometimes things are not always what they seem and when the monster fears the child, we come to
see a different perspective on misunderstandings and ignorance.We also discover that it is easy
to misinterpret the meanings of words and actions, when Karrit explains to Suzy that certain
things she says and does, frightens him.Although the words, "The Golden Rule" never appear in
the book, the way the two children treat each other as though they would like to be treated
enable the two of them to work together to work out their differences. A friendship forms, and
a new light is shed upon them both when they realize that maybe they aren't so different from
each other after all.A Mantra that Banishes Nighttime FearsWhen things get scary, both children
use Grandmom's mantra, which is highly effective in banishing monsters, "“You're welcome to
stay until I say, 'Nay!' Then it's time to go, and you can't say, 'no.'”This is an empowering
bedtime story. The multimedia edition contains a link to an .mp4 file that features the same
audio tracks in the CD version. Children can listen to the story being read by four narrators
who read the story in English, Spanish and Italian. There are page turning sounds to let the
child know when to turn the page. There are slight differences between the words in CD version
and the Kindle version. Children like the challenge of finding the differences.In addition to
reading the story, the multimedia kindle edition also contains bonus material, including an
interview with the illustrator, and other stories and poems written by the author.Order Copies
For Yourself and Your Friends...It's perfect for three to six-year olds, and six-to-twelve year
olds (who are sometimes still afraid of monsters) find the story charming and enjoy reading it
to their younger siblings.
Arthur Pendragon strives to unite a fragmented empire as his bastard son threatens to tear down
the king, his queen, and their bravest champions. From the sudden death of innocence to a
perilous campaign that strikes at the very heart of the empire, this third and final book of
the acclaimed trilogy by Gillian Bradshaw offers the reader a front-row seat as Arthur's dream
and his kingdom collapse around him.
"Me and E: A Baseball Odyssey is a reflection on parenting a highly skilled, nationally-ranked
and difficult baseball prodigy, told through the author's eyes as he witnessed and participated
in the successes and failures of his son playing baseball and growing up in Central Florida. It
deals with the changing world of competitive youth sports, over-involved parents, fanatical
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coaches, the hypocrisies inherent in high school athletics, the college recruiting process and
how we teach our kids to grow up and become decent human beings - despite ourselves. It
involves well-known sports figures as well as local sports icons with traits and
characteristics that everyone will recognize. It's a book about flawed parenting, about living
vicariously through a gifted child and learning, finally, that being a good father is as much
about letting go as it is about being there. Call it Moneyball meets Everything I Know I
Learned in Kindergarten.
Regarding Anna
Fatuma's New Cloth / Tam Vai Moi Cua Fatuma
The Greatest Children's Classics of All Time
Under the Puddle
It's Good to Be Kind
Share the joy of reading to your little ones and take them into the magical land of dragons, fairies, elves and fantasies with this meticulously
edited collection:_x000D_ Dragon Tales:_x000D_ My Father's Dragon_x000D_ The Reluctant Dragon_x000D_ The Book of
Dragons_x000D_ Animal Tales & Fables:_x000D_ The Tale of Peter Rabbit_x000D_ The Tale of Benjamin Bunny..._x000D_ Mother West
Wind Series_x000D_ The Burgess Bird Book for Children_x000D_ The Burgess Animal Book for Children_x000D_ The Velveteen
Rabbit_x000D_ Uncle Wiggily's Adventures & Other Tales_x000D_ Little Bun Rabbit_x000D_ Mother Goose in Prose_x000D_ Lulu's
Library_x000D_ The Jungle Book..._x000D_ White Fang_x000D_ Black Beauty_x000D_ The Story of Doctor Dolittle..._x000D_ Aesop
Fables_x000D_ The Panchatantra_x000D_ Russian Picture Fables for the Little Ones_x000D_ The Russian Garland_x000D_ Fairy tales &
Fantasies:_x000D_ Complete Fairy Tales of Hans Christian Andersen_x000D_ Complete Fairy Tales of Brothers Grimm_x000D_ Complete
Fairy Books of Andrew Lang_x000D_ Peter Pan_x000D_ Five Children and It..._x000D_ Alice in Wonderland_x000D_ Through the Looking
Glass_x000D_ The Wonderful Wizard of Oz Collection_x000D_ At the Back of the North Wind_x000D_ The Princess and the Goblin_x000D_
Tanglewood Tales_x000D_ The Happy Prince and Other Tales_x000D_ All the Way to Fairyland_x000D_ Friendly Fairies..._x000D_ Old
Peter's Russian Tales_x000D_ Childhood Adventures:_x000D_ Robin Hood_x000D_ Pinocchio_x000D_ Gingerbread Man_x000D_ Little
Women_x000D_ The Secret Garden_x000D_ A Little Princess_x000D_ The Adventures of Tom Sawyer_x000D_ Journey to the Centre of
the Earth_x000D_ Treasure Island..._x000D_ Anne of Green Gables Collection..._x000D_ The Wind in the Willows_x000D_ The Box-Car
Children_x000D_ The Railway Children_x000D_ Oliver Twist_x000D_ David Copperfield..._x000D_ Classics Retold_x000D_ The Iliad of
Homer _x000D_ Odysseus_x000D_ The Arabian Nights Entertainments_x000D_ Viking Tales_x000D_ Tales of King Arthur and the Round
Table_x000D_ Chaucer for Children_x000D_ Tales from Shakespeare_x000D_ Don Quixote_x000D_ The Pilgrim's Progress_x000D_
Robinson Crusoe_x000D_ Voyage to Lilliput_x000D_ Little Goody Two-Shoes & Mrs Margery Two-Shoes_x000D_ Charles Dickens' Children
Stories_x000D_ The Story of Hiawatha_x000D_ Uncle Tom's Cabin_x000D_ Pocahontas
A funny story with bright illustrations about a little octopus who was afraid of shots, but eventually overcame his fear and showed everyone
how brave he could be. This book may also help young children to better behave when they go through not so pleasant procedures in the
doctor's office, like shots.
"This is your field guide to getting yourself to want to do everything you always wanted to want to do"--Page [4] of cover.
"It's bedtime but Panda doesn't want to go to bed! Follow Panda as he goes around visiting other black and white animals in the zoo in a new
language! Babl Books is dedicated to bringing bilingual books to children all over the world."
A Novel of Arthur
Am I Small? Adim Obere?
Young Adult Science Fiction Thriller
Me and E
Black Sun Light My Way
It is an adaptation of the age-old Biblical table of David and Goliath and opens the door for discussions on self-confidence and faith in the face of
great obstacles. It is also an excellent book for schools, day cares and Sunday Schools. It is simple, inviting story, and is widely available in print
and e-book for easy access.
A complex, adult epic fantasy from a new Australian author ... original, dramatic, unputdownable ... Sierra has a despised and forbidden gift - she
raises power from the suffering of others. Enslaved by the king's torturer, Sierra escapes, barely keeping ahead of Rasten, the man sent to hunt
her down. Then she falls in with dangerous company: the fugitive Prince Cammarian and his crippled foster-brother, Isidro. But Rasten is not the
only enemy hunting them in the frozen north and as Sierra's new allies struggle to identify friend from foe, Rasten approaches her with a plan to
kill the master they both abhor. Sierra is forced to decide what price she is willing to pay for her freedom and her life ... Original, dramatic and
unputdownable, Winter Be My Shield is the first in an epic fantasy trilogy from brilliant new Australian talent Jo Spurrier. 'Unlikely heroes,
villains you will cheer for, and cold that eats your bones. Winter Be My Shield will take you to an unforgiving place, but you won't want to leave
it.' Robin Hobb
Winter Be My ShieldHarperCollins Australia
Praise for DREAMING DANGEROUSLY 5 out of 5 star reviews: Once I read the first page, I couldn't put it down until I finished it. Dreaming
Dangerously is a book I would recommend to anyone to read... the Author is skilled. -Dominique,Goodreads.com It really just blew me away how
much I loved reading this book. Chani, Goodreads.com I loved Dreaming Dangerously. Mind reading is one of those things not all authors can
write about. Dreaming Dangerously is a book I would highly recommend. - Kris Spor, Amazon customer Overview of DREAMING
DANGEROUSLY:A teen mind-reader tries to keep her secret from the gossips at her high school. A popular boy who finds out. Her nightmares
start to come true. She must learn to trust him before it's too late to stop the tragedy that awaits. FOR ANYONE WHO WANTS YOUNG ADULT
SCIENCE FICTION/FANTASY and can't get enough of Hunger Games, and Evermore, then you must read DREAMING DANGEROUSLY as
your next YA thriller!! Other works by Kathleen Suzette Harsch:DARKNESS DESCENDS, book 2 of the Children of the Psi series is out now!
My Pearly Whites (A Coloring Book for Children)
Happy As a Rat in a Trash Can
Love Me Gently
The Winter King
Over 1400 Novels & Stories in One Volume
Sierra has always battled to control her powers, but now her life and Isidro's depend on keeping her skills hidden from the
Akharians as they draw closer to Demon's Spire. In the relics left by Ricalan's last great mage, Isidro hopes to find the
knowledge Sierra needs to master her powers, but instead uncovers his own long-buried talent for magecraft. When
Sierra's untrainable powers turn destructive, she has nowhere to turn for help except to the uncertain mercy of an old
enemy. But what will Rasten do when she returns to his hands at last
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Declan is a clever penguin in this adorable Christmas book for young children. Declan and the Christmas Bell is filled with
delightful holiday characters: jolly elves, busy snowmen, helpful reindeer, happy bears, festive owls, flying angels, joyful
carolers, and, of course, Santa Claus! Told with colorful illustrations and lighthearted rhymes, children have fun
developing essential pre-reading skills necessary for success in school. It makes a great gift for any child, but especially for
a "Declan" because he is the star of this book, and his name is featured throughout. Pair with companion coloring book,
Declan and the Christmas Bell & Declan and the Mystery of the Missing Bear Coloring Book for an extra special gift! Note
that this book is available with many other popular names!
A complex, adult epic fantasy from a new Australian author... original, dramatic, unputdownable... Some things are broken
beyond mending... Grievously wounded in battle, Isidro's life hangs in the balance - but the only person who can help him
is the man he can never trust. Sierra is desperate to rebuild shattered bonds with her old friends, but with Isidro
incontrovertibly changed and her own wounds still fresh, things can never be as they once were. Burdened by all he's done
at Kell's command, Rasten knows he cannot atone for the horrors of his past. But when their enemies in Akhara follow
Cam's small clan back to Ricalan, carrying a thirst for vengeance, the skills Rasten swore he'd renounce may be their only
hope for victory...
Snow falls through the night and when Lana wakes in the morning it is to discover school has been canceled. Lana, Jada,
and Jack take advantage of the Snow Day to do all their favorite winter activities. Join LJJ on their next adventure, as they
play in the snow and create memories to last a lifetime.
The Happy Apricots
Iris in Winter
Finding Memphis
Bryce and the Blood Ninjas
North Star Guide Me Home

Nora, Silas, and Avery are three unusual apricots! After being picked from their tree, they are taken home to live with Mr. and Mrs.
Orchard. This begins their adventures with the "outside" world. They find out their favorite foods, build a roller coaster, and find new
and exciting ways to climb furniture. These happy apricots will always make you smile with their newest discoveries! This book is
printed in black and white.
What could possibly keep Lewis Tiggle from enjoying his twelfth birthday and the last day of school before summer vacation?
Having his sister, Lallie, under foot might spoil his special day. But what he doesn't know is that together with Lallie, their
precocious cat, and a friendly mouse, they'll all be sucked into a watery hole in the wake of a very strange storm that strikes their
seaside village of Mousehole, England. A terrifying voyage through the depths of the ocean takes them to a mysterious place called
Pood: a hostile, threatening land filled with secrecy and oddities. When they learn that three Topland children are being held captive
in Pood, a race begins to rescue them and find a way home. But finding a way out is not so easy when you're trapped under the sea in
a place that brings things in, but never lets them out.
"Shares the story of Leonard the Lion--admired by all other animals as King of the Jungle--who wears a red cape and uses his power
and status to make a positive impact on those around him. The fun, colorful book is sprinkled with magic and mystery"-Things that happen to you in the past can mold you into someone you
How “My-Shield” Therapy Helped Me to Fight Back Against Parkinson’s and Improve My Quality of Life!
A Curse of Ash and Embers
Winds of Pood
In Winter’s Shadow
The Children's treasure
This book is not about myself. It is about life and the living who share my predicament and struggle. I was first diagnosed with
Parkinson s Disease by Dr.Teresa M Mangin at Dean Neurology, in Madison, Wisconsin on October 19, 2013. Within six months of clinical
observations, diagnosis, and on-trial medications, I was medically confirmed positive and was prevented from working on my last job since
then. In writing this book, I have carefully laid out a step by step introduction on each chapter about the disease and my-SHIELD, a multifaceted lifestyle therapy to improve your quality of life with a humanistic agenda (incorporating your doctor s prescribed medications &
symptoms modifying treatments, and my-SHIELD) to enjoy more flexibility and mobility, living life to its fullest, on a day-to-day basis.
Gertrude the goat and her best friend Toby the tortoise are adventurers. No sitting around on the boring farm for them! They love to
explore, and every Friday they sneak off the farm for some extra fun. One Friday, Gertrude and Toby decide to visit the local candy store in
town. They discover yummy goodies and treats, but soon find that the treats are not free!? Uh oh! The market owner grabs Toby. He
demands money for the candy that Gertrude and Toby have taken by mistake. Gertrude must find a way to save her friend and get back
home before Farmer Sam returns.
"My-Shield Against Parkinson s Disease
Duney
The Ladies' Repository
Babl Children's Books in Vietnamese and English
Octi Gets a Shot
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